
ausy builder

drag it, drop it, build it.



The Ausy Builder is the most powerful Drag

& Drop editor for putting webmasters to

work visually. Converting web design into

functional content has never been easier.

drag & what?

Drag & Drop is a familiar concept in modern web

development. An editor allows web admins to build

web pages easily; they simply create content and

then drag and drop it in the desired place. 



why & how?

There are hundreds of different tools online for

building web pages visually. These tools are designed

to meet the general criteria of standard users. Many

of them include a subscription formula to use more

extensive functions.

Because these tools are tailored to the needs of the

masses rather than the user, they quickly prove

worthless for more complex web content. For

customised work, specialised web agencies are often

chosen. Ausy combines the best of both worlds:

customised functionality with the simplicity of a Drag

& Drop editor.



build it your way.

Ausy will work with you to turn projects into

functionality using the Drupal platform. Because a

web application contains constantly changing

content, more and more administrators want to be

able to take control. 

The Ausy Builder is built by the project team. Each

Ausy Builder is extended with all the functional

requirements of the specific project, which makes

every Ausy Builder different. This enables us to give

you complete freedom to move things around when

creating content, without restrictions and always with

a great result!

the best builder in the

world.

The Ausy Builder is the only Drag & Drop editor

customised for customers. This unique approach has

caused a revolution among web admins. Every

delivered project made with the Ausy Builder lives on

in the hands of the project owner, without

unnecessary interventions or additional costs.



functional overview.

drupal with an ausy touch.

The Ausy Builder makes it easy for administrators to

build web pages themselves. It is based on the house

style and layout of the website and has an eye for

design. With building blocks in the form of widgets

and sections, the administrator can easily compile

complex pages. 

Our projects are always built on the Drupal platform.

This CMS platform allows administrators to create

content. However, the standard possibilities of the

Drupal platform are limited and require a certain

amount of prior knowledge.

The Ausy Builder cleverly responds to these problems

by giving administrators easy visual access to their

web app.



The Ausy Builder can only be used in the front end or

the visible part of the website. The back end of the

website is managed in Drupal. 

To create a new page, a logged-in webmaster can go

to ‘content’ via the management bar. New content

can be added there.

After creating and publishing the content, the

webmaster is automatically directed to the front end

of the page and can start working with the Ausy

Builder. 

Ausy Builder is characterised by a number of basic

functionalities that appear in every web app.

Depending on your requirements, we provide

additional or tailor-made functionalities. 

use of the ausy builder.

sections.

The foundations of every web page are laid using

sections. Sections are horizontal blocks containing

one or more columns. Content can be added in these

columns later using widgets. 



To navigate to the page manually, you can go to the

content overview in Drupal and click on the title of

the page.

The editor can switch to the Ausy Builder via a button

in the top left corner.

On a new page, a section can be added by clicking

on the + icon.

AusyBuilder



A menu appears in which the column layout of the

section can be selected.

2 columns (sidebar on the left)

= 1 small + 1 large (⅓ - ⅔)

3 columns (equal)

= each ⅓ of the width

4 columns (equal)

= each ¼ of the width

1 column

= full width of the site

2 columns (equal)

= each half of the width

2 columns (sidebar on the right)

= 1 large + 1 small (⅔ - ⅓)

The user can choose from six sections.



width.

The number of columns displayed next to each other

and the width of each column always depend on the

available screen size.

1 row of 4 columns next to each other on a

desktop computer

2 rows of 2 columns on a tablet

4 rows of 1 column on a mobile phone

             example.

A 4-column section is shown as:

ratio.

The width of columns responds to the screen size but

always retains its ratio. That is the big difference with

a table.

             example.

If a 3-column section is filled with a long text in

the first column, a short word in the second and

nothing in the third, each column continues to

occupy ⅓ of its width (on a desktop computer). 



managing sections.

Sections always appear stacked one below the other. 

To manage a section, the user clicks in the empty

space of the section. A menu appears in the top right

corner of the section with various options for editing

the section.



             example.

On a page with two ‘1-column’ sections, a ‘2-

column’ section is added and then moved

between the first two sections.

editing a section.moving a section.

Each section can be moved individually and manually

(above or below another section on the page). Use

the drag tool to move the section.

When managing a section, the edit function

is enabled by default. You can now use the

menu to perform actions to manage the

section, or you can click on the edit icon to

manage the widgets of the section. 

It is also possible to manage widgets with

the + icon. If there are lots of widgets in the

section, it may be more convenient to

manage them via the edit function.

moving a section up. 

A section can be moved up one step using

this button. The button can be used several

times to get an individual section in the right

place. You can also use the drag tool to

move a section up.



moving a section down.

A section can be moved down one step

using this button. The button can be used

several times to get an individual section in

the right place. You can also use the drag

tool to move a section down.

duplicating a section.

A section can be duplicated to avoid the

creation of duplicate content and to work

more efficiently. If a section is duplicated, it

will automatically be placed below the

original section. 

The duplicated section contains the same

widgets and content as the original section,

but it can be edited separately.



adding another section.

This button makes it easy to add a new section

under the selected section. After clicking on this

button, a new drop-down menu appears in which

the column layout of the next section can be

selected.

deleting a section.

A section can be deleted with this button.

Confirmation will always be required to avoid

mistakes. A deleted section cannot be put back, so

always make sure that the section can be deleted. If

a section is deleted unintentionally, it must be

rebuilt.

widgets & lay-outs.

managing widgets.

In the building blocks (sections) of the page, widgets

can be added to every column. Each widget has a

specific functionality. Widgets can be added using

the + icon in each column. 



a 1-column section with a Text widget

a 2-column section with an Image widget in

each column

within the 1-column section (above the text)

to a column in the 2-column section, below

the image

             example.

Two sections are added on a page:

The administrator adds a quote widget in the 1-

column section, below the text.

The quote can be moved:

Multiple widgets can be used to fill a section. When a

section is moved, all widgets in the section move with it. A

widget can also be moved individually to another column

within the same section or to a column in another section

on the page.



conclusion.

The Ausy Builder makes the life of content

editors a lot easier with its Drag & Drop

editor. Moreover, each Ausy Builder is unique

and adapted to your individual needs. We

ensure complete freedom to move things

around when creating content, without

restrictions. That is how we guarantee a great

result! 

 



       mathias.henderick@ausy.be

       +32 471 84 27 04

 

would you like to know more?

Would you like to know more, or do you think the Ausy

Builder could add value to your company? Please do not

hesitate to contact Mathias Henderick! 

mailto:devon.kerkhove@ausy.be
tel:0471/84.27.04


trust.

By giving and receiving

trust, we establish bonds

that have a positive impact

on everyone. 

entrepreneurship.

We aim to blow everyone

away with our courage,

flexibility and creativity.

teamspirit.

We achieve even the most

crazy goals  by sharing

knowledge and helping each

other out. And by appreciating

our colleagues and supporting

their successes.  

discover our offer on www.ausy.be

our values.


